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Letters

To the Editor:
THESOURCE’S
take on world events is always encouraging and its take on local events makes me nostalgic. In any case, I have discovered mainly that liberals are the same all over the world!
For that reason, I was very pleased to see that the
Editor, Miss Schupak, is pointing out the commonalties between Israeli and American conservatives, like
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. I always felt that
Israel’s true security in terms of the American political
spectrum was with the conservative movement which
only looked out for what was good for America, (and I
class an alliance with Israel as being “good for
America”) and not with bleeding-heart liberals out to
save the world from itself (as Clinton in the “peace”
process here).
In any case, in the local language, “hazak ve-amatz!”

Translation

William Jeff’son Clinton, do solemnly swear dat
)ah’ gots’ta faidfully execute da damn office uh
de President uh de United States, and will, t’de best uh
my ability, preserve, protect, and defend da damn Constitution uh de United States uh America, so’s help me
God.

Nissan Raclaw, A’93
Former National & International Issues Editor
In the interest of intellectual discovery, THE
PRIMARY
SOURCE
encourages all readers to write
letters expressing their opinion, whether it is in support
or dissent. Only through the exchange of ideas, we believe, can objective truth be found. For the full letters
policy, please see the previous page.
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Commentary
A Tale of Two Criminals

days of glitzy glamour. What the royal bash bought the taxpayer
can be summed up in two words: colossal waste.
The President would have to rent out the Lincoln Bedroom every
single night for the rest of his term to generate anywhere near the cost
of this lovefest. Though touted as smaller and cheaper than the first,
White House records indicate that more money was spent this time
around than on any previous inaugural celebration. According to
budgets provided by the Clinton Administration and Congress, the
expense before assessing Secret Service charges represents a twentyseven percent increase over the 1993 event. If this miscalculation is
the result of an honest error, it reflects the Administration’s incompetence. More likely, the President never intended to cut costs in the
first place. The only consolation for Clinton’s extravagance the
taxpayers may get is the going-away party.

Last November, Tufts junior Gregory Glassner told a friend
that he intended to kill Katherine Olesker, his ex-girlfriend, at a
party. Later that night, armed with a kitchen knife and a pair of
scissors, he stabbed Olesker and two other students. Charged with
assault and attempted murder, Glassner could face life in prison if
convicted in a court of law. But so strong is the case against himand so despicable his crime- that Tufts University rightfully
handed the culprit his first punishment: expulsion.
Gregory Glassner was not the only Tufts student charged with
a felony last semester. Few Jumbos remain unaware of the crime
perpetrated by Jaime Roth at the Carmel Mink Ranch in western
Massachusetts. Prior to the attempted arson, larceny, and trespassSkirting Paula Jones
ing at the mink farm, Roth’s antics consisted mainly of nonviolent leftist activism. But no rational individual would place the
The all-important question preoccupying the White House
malicious and premeditated felony committed in the name of
animal rights in that same category. So it is particularly puzzling these days is whether Bill Clinton should have to address Paula
that while Roth, like Glassner, will stand trial and face a possible Jones’s allegations while in office. The United States Supreme
prison sentence, she faces no
Court will hand down a decision on this matter that promdisciplinary action from the
ises to test the President’s
Tufts administration.
Can it be that Tufts concommitment to equality bedones malicious vigilantism
fore the law for every Ameriin the service of some trendy
can, regardless of position.
radical cause? Perhaps if Miss
But that’s a test the Clinton
Roth had directed her pyroAdministration will surely
maniacal urges towards deflunk if it continues to rebuff
stroying an abortion clinic,
Jones so shamelessly. No Rerather than a mink farm,
publican official charged with
Tufts’s response would have
asimilarcomplaint could duck
been different; surely the Unicries of classism and hypocversity would not hesitate to
risy were he or his cronies to
apply the terrorist label that
dismiss the accuser as “trailerRoth so richly deserves. But
park trash.”
anti-abortion terrorists are
But branding her with that
fringe fanatics of the rightlabel is not as foolhardy as the
not the left- and thus more
legal objections Clinton has
susceptible to condemnation
offered in his defense. One
from liberal academia. Tufts
argument holds that such a
traditionally ignores students’
ruling would set a precedent
George Washington’s inaugural was modest compared to Bill
moral indiscretions, embracof attracting frivolous suits
Clinton ’a, but at least Washington gave a memorable address.
ing- morally relative ‘yardfrom political opponents with
sticks.’ Certainly Glassner’s actions had no political motivation, axes to grind. But the people make no such allowances for
nor were they tolerable by any means, but i t is typical of the Ballou executives, spiritual leaders, or anyone else in the private sector
crowd to employ an “objective” standard which condemns some because no American is beyond the law’s reproach. Granting such
legal immunity to public servants flies in the face of democracy,
felons and pardons others.
especially when they reap enough perks and privileges already.
Royal Waste
Clinton absurdly posits that the prestige and responsibilities
of his office preclude the distraction of a civil suit. Were VIPs such
Everybody loves a party, but few would find it proper to spend as Bill Gates or Michael Eisner to issue such an elitist contention,
other people’s money on one. For Bill Clinton’s second Inaugural any judge would laugh him out of court. But the notion that the
celebration, however, no expense was spared. $12.7 million in “dignity of the office’.’ would diminish were it vulnerable to civil
taxpayer funds bought the President and countless FOBS an challenge is utterly laughable coming from the man responsible
audience with Hollywood leftists, such as Whoopi Goldberg, and for robbing that office of its dignity.
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More Abortion Bombs

The Nutty Professor

Sadly, some violent criminals have used the 24th anniversary
of Roe v. Wade and a perverted interpretation of pro-life logic to
justify attacks on abortion clinics in Tulsa and Atlanta. Sadder
still, pro-choice activists and their sympathizers in the mainstream
press have exploited these tragedies to demonize the tens of
millions of pro-life Americans who are as opposed to the violence
occasionally committed outside abortion clinics as they are to the
sort routinely committed inside.
Anti-abortion clinic violence, although deplorable, is rare.
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms puts the annual
total of such attacks at around ten. When one considers that
America is home to 1.5 million abortions yearly, and that clinics
number in the thousands, it is clear that the problem is of a small
scale, and that those involved comprise not even a fraction of one
percent of all pro-life activists. But champions of legalized
abortion, aware that to overstate the problem is also to exaggerate
the complicity of rank-and-file pro-lifers, are unabashed about
portraying clinic bombings as rampant. The National Abortion
Federation claims that such violence occurs at a rate ten times
greater than that recorded in police reports.
President Clinton
uses these incidents to
defend his brand of statTELL A
ism. “It is precisely because we take the constitutional rights and individual liberties of all
of our people so seriously,” he said in a statement following the Atlanta bombing, “that I
fought to make it a federal crime to interfere
with a woman exercising her constitutional
right to visit a women’s
health center.” The legislation to which he refers places restrictions on non-violent prolife clinic protests- a clear violation of the First Amendment.
Vice President AI Gore used the bombings as an excuse to
adopt the National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action
League’s crude tactic of calling pro-lifers “anti-choice” at every
opportunity. Ironically, NARAL even employed the insulting
moniker in a press release blaming anti-abortion clinic violence on
“the incendiary rhetoric” of pro-lifers, by which it means factual
descriptions of abortion as the taking of human life. Yet even amid
all this dishonesty, there are a few candid words in NARAL’s
statement, as when the group refers to the “right” to abortion as
“granted more than a generation ago.” Granted, indeed, although
fabricated would be even more accurate. And thanks to that
fabrication, some 30 million members of that generation are not
with us today.

The occasional outbursts of hopelessly leftist Tufts faculty
members rarely merit individual attention. But a recent Boston
Globe Op-Ed piece entitled “Why investors are eyeing our inner
cities,” by Rachel Bratt, chairwoman of the department of Urban
and Environmental Studies, stands apart from the pack. What the
article lacks in truth it makes up in illustrating the utter disregard
contemporary liberals show for how the market process governs
the economy.
Bratt, like most of her ilk, lives in a fantasy land populated by
kind-hearted government experts and cold, immoral businessmen.
While at first welcoming the flow of private money into places like
Harlem, the South Bronx, and Watts, Bratt later states, “We should
not too quickly sing the praises of the return of private capital
without first understanding the damage disinvestment has caused
in the very areas that may now be poised for a rebound.” Bratt
further demonstrates her ignorance of economic reality when she
says, “The real story about mortgage reinvestment in the 1990’s
should describe how hard community activists had to work to get
federal attention to the problem and how slow the regulatory
process has been in
forcing banks to lend
money to creditworthy applicants.. . no
matter where they
choose to purchase
homes or invest in
businesses.”
Bratt simply does not understand that banks, unlike the federal government, cannot exhaust the infinite
well of taxpayer dollars with nothing to
show for it. But her
jewels of wisdom
continue : “U n 1e s s
community resources are strengthened during this new period of
private investment, low-income areas may be vulnerable to economic downswings during which capital may again vanish.” She
seems ignorant of the obvious truth that periods of growing
investment produce economic growth.
Liberals exhibit no affinity for the private sector. They
believe profits are immoral, tantamount to rents extorted from
exploited labor and exploited natural resources. The joy which
greeted the announcement that Tufts’s teaching hospital would
merge with a non-profit company was but another example of
leftist contempt. But in a free, competitive market, where investors risk their capital in uncertain circumstances, profits are every
bit as just a reward as a laborer’s wages. Let us hope that Rachel
Bratt’s socialist views do not disrupt the promising flow of innercity investment, a consequence that would really be immoral.

FAMOUS PRESIDENTIAL QUOTATIONS

r=l
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Fortnight in Review‘”
Comedy is allied to Justice.
-Aristophanes
Fearing invasion by caffeine-crazed, turtle-necked Bohemians, THEPRimwy SOURCE has never felt wonderful about TUDS
planting its ill-executed coffeehouse next to our production office.
But upon our return to campus, the half-caf-mocha-latte grande
really hit the fan. Dining Services removed our beloved vending
machine from Curtis Hall’s lobby. Too bad, the machine offered
friend Iier se rv ice .
Tufts’s Model United Nations club posted flyers asking for
members who “want to rule the world” and “meet two thousand
college students with the same goal,” promising that MUN will put
them “well on their way to world domination.” Those who stand
SOURCE
Model Militia.
opposed are invited to join THEPRIMARY
m M r . Manners. President Clinton, has urged Dennis Rodman to
apologize f o r kicking a cameraman in the nether regions. But at
least Rodman didn’t tell the photog to “kiss it.”

Ge o rg e Wash i n g t o n
University is trying to persuade Bob Dole to teach at
its graduate school of political management. His first
course is called “Mush: Why
porridge is good policy.”
Manufacturers ot
Vladiniir Lenin statues in the
former Soviet republics report that business is at an alltime low, causing lay offs
and debts. Sales of rubber
dog poop, however. continue
to soar.
Elementary-school students pelted actors during a performance at the Alabama Shakespeare Festival with chewing gum
and rocks. The chickens were unharmed.
A new auction channel in the UK will debut with a Beatles
sale, featuring rarities like Paul McCartney’s customized lefthanded bass guitar ($249.000) and the only guitar ever signed by
the entire fab four ($1 66.000). Imagine no possessions; 1 wonder
if you can.
Washington lawyer Craig Harrison suggested that Hillary’s
Crammy nomination for the audio version of Ir Takes a Village be
revoked because the book may have been Written by ghostwriter.
But Eleanor Roosevelt will probably be unable to accept the award
on her behalf.
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Top Ten Super Bowl Commercials:
IO. Marjorie Minnigh saves $3.2 million using 1 -800-COLLECT
9. Dennis Rodman stars in “I Really Love You, Man” Bud
commercials
8. B&G workers fail to crack open a Master Lock- even though
they have the key
7. Bill Parcells eats a can of SlimFast
6. New Secret slogan: Strong enough for Marge Schott, but pH
balanced for a woman
5. Jaime Roth seduces the Bud-wei-ser frogs
4. Lawrence Taylor and Michael Irvin face off in “Crack Bowl V”
3. 7-1 1 security camera catches Kathy Polias sneaking a Pepsi
2, Little Penny goes one-on-one with Webster
Ed McMahon says John Huang may already owe him ten million
dollars

19 The Neil, Englarid Journal of Medicine published a study
arguing that Prozac causes no harm to fetuses. It does make them
up on the kicking, though,

Ellen Moody of
Lancaster, Vermont, died after her car collided with an
800-pound moose. Jaime
Roth plans to blow up the
car.
The Empire State’s
brightest crack dealer,
George Lemus. was apprehended by New York’s finest
after selling his goods across
the street from a local precinct. How could he have
known that a Dunkin’ Donuts was just around the corner?
If Bill Clinton and Newt Gingrich cross the Bridge to the 21st
Century at the Same time, it w i l l collapse.

At the last minute. CNN producers changed the words on a
news story about “Abortion Clinic Explosions” to “Family Planplann i n g C l i n i c Explosions,7.If abortions
ning,” then surely the bombings should be euphemized too, H~~
interior design?”
about
President Clinton’s book, Between Hope and History, has lost
money, selling only half of the 500,000 press run and prompting
Random House sell the rest as five-dollarinauguralsouvenirs,
If there‘s one white H~~~~document that should be shredded, this
is it,

w

Similarly, despite playing footsie with Larry King on national
TV, pied connoisseur Dick Morris has been unable to sell his tome,
Behind the Oval Office. He hopes to do better with his next tellall, Behind Sherry Rowlands.

A New Hampshire prisoner filed suit against a dating service
because the mate they found for him was unattractive. His cell
mates were much cuter.
Top Ten Rejected Super Bowl Half-Time Shows:

And if that doesn’t work, he could always write M y Behind
Out qf the White House.

w

Fashion designer Janine Giorgenti bragged that she could
make Newt Gingrich look slimmer, friendlier, warmer, and genuine just by designing him a new wardrobe. Start by taking off the
skirt.

The US Post Office issued a new code of conduct forbidding
employees, even when off duty, from offending homosexuals.
Neither rain, sleet, nor a sale on pumps will keep the mail from
arriving on time.
Rumor has i t that Chelsea Clinton will pass up the opportunity
of a lifetime, and instead of going to Tufts, probably choose
Brown. She fears, however, that her classmates will find her too
conservative.
Speaking of Chelsea, don’t her parents make enough money
to buy her a whole skirt for the inauguration?
A Washington, DC, organization exists to preserve the
memory of Alfred E. Packer, the only American ever convicted of
cannibalism. It’s housed in the IRS building.
The Maryland NAACP has called Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas an inappropriate role model for black children.
Perhaps if Thomas started smoking crack with skanky hookers he
could earn their approval.

IO. Ebonics spelling “B”
9. Jambalaya-eating contest against reigning champ Rosie
0’ Donnell
8. Bungee seance with Dionne Warwick
7. Michael Jackson and the Vienna Boys Choir
6. The Cutter/O’Doul’s Bowl at the Substance Free House
5. O.J. Simpson tries to find the real killer in the audience
4. Rolling Stones Social Security benefit concert
3. Ike & Tina Turner Commemorative Slugfest
2 . The starting line-ups enter the field from Jack Kemp’s hair
I . Green Bay cuts the cheese

A Rhode Island mob boss argued that he can’t stand trial
because he is “stuck in the hospital having 30 to 40 high colonics
per day.” The bill from Taco Bell is going through the roof, but to
stay out of jail. itk worth it.

w

A Kentucky District Judge tossed out Woody Harrelson’s
conviction for mari,juana possession, ruling the law unconstitutional, as without drugs, Harrelson’s movies are unwatchable.

w

When asked if he would have starred in The People vs. Larry

Ffynt if Hustler depicted animals the way it portrays women,

Harrelson said no way. Hamburger has no place i n a meat grinder.
The ethics charge against Newt Cingrich is basically that his
college course was intended not so much to educate students, but
to promote a political ideology. For that offense, Newt has to pay
$300.000. Stephen Bailey, start saving now.

Our beloved 617 area code will be splitting into two, causing some communities,
including Medford, to adopt 78 1. Somerville
is staying 617. Officials welcome the plan as
a way to preserve each city’s unique culture.

w

A Texas couple wrote a letter to AI Gore
protesting the defunding of Amtrak’s Chicago-to-San-Antonio Texas Eagle line, to
which the Veep responded, “I share your view
that the urgent problem of species extinction
and the conversation of biological diversity
should be addressed. The first step in saving
any plant or animal from extinction is to
become aware of and respect the fragile ecosystems that make up our environment.”
Thanks, AI, you made the joke for us.
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Patriot Games
Micaela Dawson

A

fter acrushing Super Bowl loss eleven
years ago, New England Patriots fans
witnessed a decade of pitiful performance
and poor records. Morale was so low that at
games, spectators often wore paper bags
over their heads in utter disgrace. The ball
club’s inability to turn a profit prompted
investors to consider shipping it off to St.
Louis. When rumors spread that New England might lose its football team, a multimillionaire cardboard-box magnate intercepted the pass.
Robert Kraft took an incredible risk,
since the team’s record at the time he
bought it was one of the worst in the
National Football League. But he didn’t let
that hurdle disrupt a three-year drive to
revitalize the club. Not even the most patriotic fan could have predicted back then that
this team would reach the Super Bowl
within a few years.
But New England’s newly renovated
all-star team needs a newly renovated allstar venue, as Foxborough Stadium, the
backwoods eyesore which can only be
reached through traffic-clogged Route One,
is better suited for high-school, not
professional contests. Television networks tend to avoid Patriot home
games because the stadium lacks the
facilities to accommodate NFL and
media entourages. This poor coverage jeopardizes the team’s revenuegathering potential, a s d o e s
Foxborough’s antiquated lighting system, which effectively prohibits many
night-time games.
What really hurts the team’s bottom line, however, is Foxborough’s
lack of luxury box seats, which net
other teams-such as the DallasCowboys- tens of millions each year.
Without those extra funds, the Patriots will be unable to hire high-priced
free agents in the upcoming seasons. But
that might not even be an issue; the NFL
has promised the city of Cleveland a replacement for its recently departed Browns.
If the Patriots are homeless next year, they
may well be Ohio bound.
Facing such dark prospects, it was
only a matter of time before Kraft proposed
constructing a new facility. Usually stadi-

ums are funded partly through private in- includes optional sixteen-year extensions
vestment and largely with hefty grants from and a rent increase after the first decade. In
the state. But Kraft surprised everyone by an ideal world, the state would not own
offering a plan to fund the entire project such property in the first place, and the
privately. The only cost to taxpayers would market- not the whims of politicians and
involve modest expenditures in infrastruc- bureaucrats- would settle the issue. But
ture-roads, sewers, etc. Compared to the since Massport does own the land in quesexpense publicly financed
arenas impose on other cities, such as Baltimore, os- Kraft surprised everyone by offering a
ton would be getting a real plan to fund the entire project privately.
bargain.
Kraft’s scheme derives Compared to the expense publicly
much of its financial support financed arenas impose on other cities,
from an in-house skybox
club. On the theory that cor- Boston would be getting a bargain.
porate fat cats would spare
no expense to join, Kraft intends to sell six tion, it is crucial that said legislators make
thousand prime seats located mid-field for the fiscally sound decision.
A new stadium in the heart of Boston
$6,000 a year each. A mandatory ten-year
purchase guarantee secures membership, would generate more ticket, merchandise,
generating $360 million to cover projected and food sales. In addition, any events held
construction costs. The private club would there during the off-season would also
feature a restaurant, bar, conference rooms, profit. The economic boom would bubble
and an NFL pavilion- a tourist attraction, over the Hub in a number of ways as
even when there’s no game.
neighboring restaurants, pubs, and other
recreational establishments would
benefit immensely. Similarly, tax
revenues to both the city and state
governments would skyrocket. But
most importantly, the community
would experience tremendous job
growth. The Patriots’ owner has made
an offer no one could refuse; no one,
that is, except the residents of
Southie, the city’s political heartland, and the site of the proposed
stadium.
Boston Mayor Thomas Menino
and City Council President James
Kelly lead the chorus of dissidents,
whining that the stadium would clog
the neighborhood’s narrow streets
with game-day traffic. Kelly’s ‘notBut in order to charge that much, Kraft in-my-back-yard’ rhetoric includes: “[Specneeds to build on prime real estate; and in tators] will be taking their cars, tens of
order to make the project affordable, he thousands of them, through the heart of
needs cut-rate rent. At play is a twenty- South Boston, and parking all over the
seven acre piece of waterfront property neighborhood. And all the tailgating parnear South Boston’s financial district. ties and painting their faces and socializing
Massport, which owns the land, has authoPlease see “Studium,”
rized negotiations to grant Kraft a $500,OOOcontinued on page 18.
a-year lease for sixty-five years. The deal
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IN BENlGr-lTED TIMES, GENOCIDAL HUMANS TOSSED AROUND

PETORATIVES- LiuE IYING
LiuE A DOG" AND "BLIND AS A BAT"ABOUT OUR FRIENDS IN THE ANIMAL KINGDOM. TK FOLLOWING ARE
~IAMS-APPROVLD
SL&STlTUTES FOR SPECllST TERMINOLOGY:
Does a bear $#I+ in the woods? "Does a bear not fertilize our soil?"
Don't have a cow "Get the cow's consent first"
two birds with one stone "gill two loggers with one spike"

You can't teach an old dog new tricks "Old dogs have a lot to teach us"
I'm so hungry I could eat a horse "I'm so hungry I could eat an
extra pail of horsefeed"

"Big-boned bovine"

"A rat's hindquarters aren't mine
to give"

Bitch "Canyne"
Horse of a different color "Oppressed brother"

k?\,

Lucky rabbit's foot "Foot of an a n l a c e rabbit"
Birdbrain "Genius"
Eager beaver "Exploited labor"
Chicken $#!+ "Dinner"
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Animals need baths

Roth rocks

To the Editor:
I am writing to remind all students- including
the non-human members of our diverse communitythat the TCU Senate, the one body that speaks for all
students, is here for you. After speaking with members
of the Senate Ethnic, Animal. and Hotung-Liaison Committee, I decided to take the initiative and organize a
workshop to build a consensus on the highly salient,
divisive, and personal issue of animal rights. WORK
WITH ME PEOPLE!!!!!
We will all be bringing our companions from
the animal kingdom. First we’ll massage their fleas,
give them a bubble bath, and do an
dance. At the end of the session, all participants MUST
agree to disagree.
-Andi Friedman, The Queen Bee

To the Editor:
I am writing to tell you that I don’t know much
about Jaime Roth, but she’s a beautiful person because
she bought not one, but two tickets to Disco Fever at
the Jukebox.You Go Girl! Super-duper teddy-bear love
4 ever!
-Your Secret Sister, AOPi

Mink raid was civil disobedience
To the Editor:
I am writing to tell the Tufts Community that I
took great offense at your objection to Ms. Roth’s mission of mink liberation. TO remedy this grievous wrong
and the long history of insensitivity to animals and their
to
My Mother,
I want you to
My Sister, My Hamster, My Pet Rock’s psychiatrist,
Snoopy, Woodstock, the Termites in Tilton, My Pet
Store Manager, My Sea Monkeys, My Junior-High
School Shop Teacher who taught me how to build a
bird feeder, and Stephen Bailey. If anybody else wants
to me demand an apology on her behalf, let me know.
-Ann Throe, 5’98

Chaplain’s table to expand
To the Editor:
I a m writing to announce my
Chaplain’s Table Dinner and Discussion entitled, “Animal Rights and a Free Meal: How Do I Get Both?”. I’d
try prayer, but I don’t believe in God.
-“Feed Me Up” Scotty, University Chaplain

o

Animals not equal

To the Editor:
I am writing to say that animals obviously have
rights, but if they don’t have access to safe, legal, and
federally subsidized abortions, then they can never
achieve
-Voice for Oyster Choice

Stratton to be roach motel

To the Editor:
I am writing to explain that, with the authority
vested in me as Residential Life’s Rooms Coordinator,
from doubles, and
I am hereby
all
doubling all singles, Into the extra rooms I will, in acD ~ ~. i ~ i compassionate
~ ~ @ ~decree
, ~
cordance
of last Tuesday, transform Stratton Hall into an upscale
roach motel.
-The Dorminator

Viewbook must feature Animals

To the Editor:
I am writing to announce to the Tufts Community the publication of this year’s Viewbook for prospective freshmen. We have, in response to suggestions
provided by current students, decided to make a few
adjustments. The new publication includes dozens of
photos of squirrels, pigeons, rats, skunks, paramecium,
and buffalo. Additionally, we have provided a special
Wilderness Orientation for these new members of our
family AND for the pets of more “traditional” students.
-Beleaguered in Bendetson
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HAMS Member Cry:
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A Media Miscarriage
Jessica Schupak

M

ainstream media bombard Americans with facts and figures about the
dangers posed by second-hand smoke. Once
a fashionable addiction, smoking has become a social taboo because it is unhealthy,
or so the fourth estate purports. Conversely,
once a shameful procedure, abortion has
become an acceptable alternative to responsibility. With this cultural transition,
journalists and liberal members of the medical community have conveniently ignored
the genuine health risks associated with
abortion, perhaps to devote more time to
craftily exaggerating the perils of tobacco.
Aside from obscuring the most obvious
health risk, that to the unborn child, the
liberal establishment has successfully hid
information about the correlation between
induced abortion and breast cancer.
Researchers have noticed a link between abortion and breast cancer since the
1950s.When a woman becomes pregnant
for the first time, goes the logic, the structure of her breasts changes. Estrogen and
other hormones flood her system, causing
the development of lactation cells
and ducts. When these
cells are in their transitional stages they are at \
a much greater risk for
cancer. If the woman
continues her pregnancy, the cells develop
fully and become
stable. If she aborts
the pregnancy, the
cells are frozen in
an immature,
cancer-prone
stage. The risk
decreases if a
woman aborts after she has already
carried a prior
pregnancy to term,
and the risk also diminishes with spontaneous
abortion, or miscarriage, because
its natural consequences include diminished hormone flows. These are important
distinctions that many researchers trying to
refute the correlation have conveniently
ignored.

The most controversial studies estab- and fetal death registries of New York, the
lishing the relationship are the work of self- state in which 10% of US abortions take
proclaimed pro-choicer Janet Daling of the place. Thus she not only used a large sample,
Seattle-based Fred Hutchinson Cancer Cen- but relied on actual records, not patient
ter and Joel Brind of Baruch College in honesty. She concluded that women who
New York. Brind examined twenty-three have abortions experience an average risk
studies which, overall, showed that abor- increase of 90%. Although the American
tion increases the risk of
breast cancer by thirty perAccording to Daling, if a woman
cent.
Daling interviewed over
obtainsan abortionby the age of thirty,
thirteenhundred
with
her risk of developing breast cancer
breast cancer about their rehf3X!ases 110%.
productive histories, among
other investigations. Her
findings are shocking. According to her research, if a woman obtains Journal of Epidemiology refused to puban abortion by the age of thirty, her risk of lish Howe’s study, it printed a shoddy
developing breast cancer increases 1IO%, Swedish rebuttal declaring no correlation
and if she terminates the pregnancy before between abortion and breast cancer despite
age 18, theriskjumps 150%.Twelve women statistically similar results.
There are many other abortionist scapein Daling’s study had abortions before the
age of 18 and also had a family history of goats, such as oral contraceptives and dibreast cancer- all twelve eventually got etary changes, for the apparent increase in
breast cancer, but these too are foolhardy.
breast cancer themselves.
Dalingand The correlation between the affliction and
Brind’s studies are the “choice” seems to stand up indepen/
not anomalous; dently; Daling even made a major focus of
fi numerous US her study the relationship between oral
and foreign contraceptives and breast cancer. “It is
surveys have hard to believe that the rate of breast cancer
corroborated in Japan is rising because women eat richer
the evidence. foods, is rising in the former Soviet Union
Despite the because women are eating more poorly,
frightening re- and is rising in the United States because
sults of the women are eating more healthful foods. It
aforementioned is far more reasonable toattribute the worldstudies, the media wide rise in breast cancer to the one new
have chosen to world-wide risk factor which has been
present the public with linked to breast cancer: abortion,” explains
dubious information in attorney Scott Somerville.
a disingenuous effort
to downplay the re- All Smoke
It is curious that liberal politicians and
sults o f . the research. The most the media revel in waxing about the alleged
common defense dangers of second-hand smoke, which are
from abortion advo- far lower than the possible correlation becates is Recall Bias Theory, which tween abortion and breast cancer. Referassumes that cancer patients are simply ring to the data about the breast-cancer
more likely to admit to past abortions than risk, epidemiologist Lynn Rosenberg, who
other women. The research of Holly Howe,
Continued on the next page.
however, contradicts this claim. Howe used
Department of Health data from the cancer

-

-
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Continued from the previous page.
launched the attAck against Daling, commented, “Even if the finding’is true, it has
no meaning for the individual woman because the change in risk is so minuscule as
to be not worth considering.” And AI Gore’s
top rhetorical priority at the last Democratic convention was to single-handedly
despite his own tobacco-laced past.
If for no other reason than to
justify their outrageous tax on tobacco products, President Clinton
and other liberals claim to want
smoking to be rare. Clinton also
says he wants abortion to be rare.

health reporter categorically denies any
connection, dismissing it as a pro-life concoction and declaring that “The Washington Post had no interest on the subject.”

The Abortion Industry
As all businesses are concerned with
profits, abortion clinics naturally want to
minimize any publicity about the dangers
associated with their services. Abortion

Clinton and Gore are more
interestedin maintaining the status
quo than protecting women’s
health.

an unequivocal health risk- that to the
unborn baby- and others that are more
deleterious than those caused by smoking,
such as psychological disorders, infertility,
and breast cancer. It therefore seems odd
that Clinton does not hearken back to his
ultraliberal roots and suggest a tax on abortion. Ifthe White House tag team ofClinton
and Gore were truly as concerned with the
risks that accompany abortions, a trendy
procedure, as they are with the possible
consequences of tobacco consumption, they

mills maintain that their main concern is
women’s health, but if that were the case
they would tell their clients that if they
“choose” to abort their babies, they might
also be choosing cancer later down the
road. Planned Parenthood’s Brookline
Clinic tells women about some medical
considerations associated with abortion,
but provides no information about the possibility of an increased risk of developing
breast cancer. Its reason is that the correlation has never been proven and, in fact, the

nate information on them.
Seemingly they are more interested in maintaining the
status quo than protecting
women’s health, an isque
about which their expressed
concern proves to be only hot
air.
Unfortunately Clinton’s
inconsistency
remains
guarded by the mainstream
media. Commenting on press
bias regarding the correlation
between breast cancer and
abortion, Dr. Brind remarks
that i t is “a natural scandal
that women aren’t told this
before they consider having
an abortion.’’ While studies demonstrating
the correlation between breast cancer and
abortion have been published in obscure
journals since 1957, they have had considerable difficulty getting any mention in
mainstream newspapers and medical journals other than criticism from conflicting
studies. The Washington Post’s women’s

“definitive” study shows no positive relationship.
The “definitive” study Planned Parenthood cites is most likely the recent
Copenhagen project conducted by Mads
Melbye, which found that ‘‘Definitelythere is no overall increased risk of breast
cancer for the average woman who has had
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an abortion.” Unlike Brind and Daling, the
media embraced Melbye with headlines
like “Big Study Finds No Link In Abortion
and Cancer,” from The New York Times. As
Reason magazine science correspondent
Michael Fumento illustrates, this was hardly
the greeting Brind received, as his work
was welcomed with “Abortion Link to
Cancer Debated: Study’s Validity Comes
under Fire.” While Melbye’s 1.5 million

-

Fumento finds fault with the Dane’s
technique. For example, Melbye emPloys data from women born since
1935, but his study relies on figures
from the national abortion registry,
whose records only began in 1973.
This is a significant oversight beI

so the women young enough to have had
their abortions recorded are not yet in the
high-risk group. “Until more is known about
the biology of how an interrupted pregnancy might lead to cancer, it seems wise to
keep an open mind on this issue. Yet most
reporters’ and some researchers’ minds
appear to be hermetically sealed,” Fumento
notes.
In a statement from the National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action
League,
President Kate Michelmen expresses concern about breast
cancer, the disease which
claims tens of thousand of
women’s lives each year. Her
organization contests the correlation between breast cancer and induced abortions and
ends its press release declaring that “women’s lives should
not be politicized in the process.’’ But that is exactly what
NARAL and mainstreamjournalists are doing by letting important medical information
go unreported. Meanwhile,
over one million babies will
be aborted every year and a
great percentage of their mothers may well develop breast
cancer as a result. If women were properly
informed about the risks which accompany
abortions, maybe they would reconsider,
thereby saving many invaluable livesboth already born and those yet to come.
Miss Schupak is a junior majoring in
History and Economics.

Bipartisanship’s Pitfalls
Colin Delaney

ington for the last couple of years.
Basing his clarion call on uninsightful
and dubious analysis, the two-time
winner of a plurality noted, “The
American people returned to office a
president of one party and a Congress of another. Surely, they did not

-

~

Americaneither wants nor requires
a capital city full Of contented
politicians.

would allow productive members
of society to get a little work done
in the next four years. And some
actually believed (!) the whole New
Democrat/The-era-of- big-government-is-over schpiel. The inexplicabilities of the nation’s collective
political conscience aside, America
neither wants nor requires a capital
city full of contented politicians.
As a nation, the United States
admires and strives fordiversityin its artwork, its literature, its
politicians, and countless other
areas. For only with diversity of
thought can the nation explore
new ideas and arrive at better ways
of fulfilling itself. Therefore, citizens have everything to fear from
a federal government of meddling
managers figuring out ways to
keep each other happy. If politicians of opposing ideologies devise a system by which they can obligingly
serve each others’ self-interest, Congress
will have made itself into a faction, as
Madison described it, with the power to
oppress and tyrannize the citizenry.
In short, then, it is in the best interests
of the nation to have its governing class at

exemplifies the work product of such consensus-happy guardians of national values.
The public can read the Republican
leaders’ calls for political harmony as a
softening of their party’s image- a pleasant notion but not an altogether meaningful
one. Democrats’ push for bipartisanship.

tax cut if he can get a few GOPers to
vote for a minimum-wage hike. But
the bottom line as far as the public is
concerned has not moved. Cut taxes
here ... regulate there ... no progress.
Four more years of that sounds positively enthralling.

for a sea change in administrative
vision produce a governmentMargaret Thatcher’s first- that
satisfactorily surmounted the obstacle. The ensuing years saw
some of the most bitter parliamentary debates, caustic interparty confrontations, and pleasingly perceptible differences between candidates for office. In
that period, too, came the most
significant reforms of government
since the 1940s. When ideological confrontation eclipsed “muddling through,” Britain made real
headway.
The United States would
do well to learn a lesson from its
political forefather and not be
swayed by ubiquitous calls for
Capitoline civility. When government-by-incrementalism dominated Washington, the nation became saddled with an indecipherable and
perennially expanding tax code, reams upon
reams of petty regulations, and a budget
bursting with unnecessary pet projects

Please see “Bipartisan,”
continued on the next page.
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“Bipartisan,” continued
from the previous page.
allowable only under conditions of mutual
back-scratching. The bipartisan consensus
of the 1980s permitted the maintenance of a
pseudo-welfare state and a pseudo-free market. To this day, taxes remain high, though
not high enough to prompt a revolution.
As the Cold War came to a close, most
politicians agreed, and rightfully so, that a
host of serious problems confront the nation, which the government has either created or allowed to persist. Since that time,
both parties put forth candidates who had
ever more radical solutions to those social
ills. And the debate across party lines increasingly became defined by differences in
substance rather than style. Instead of discussing which programs’ budget should grow
at which rate, many Republicans- though
Bob Dole exemplifies the unfortunate ex-

“Stadium,” continued from page 10.
with their beers and cocktails is fine where
there’s elbow room, but not in somebody’s
neighborhood.”
Kelly’s complaint that the Patriots
would take over someone’s backyard for a
football field could not be further from the
truth. If the grandstanding politicians would
bother to glance at a map, they would
discover that the construction site is located in a remote corner, away from any
populated areas, adjacent to Summer Street
and the Reserve Channel. On game days,
Kraft even plans to seal the rest of the
neighborhood off from the stadium.
Moreover, a new trolley line crossing
the Four Point Channel from South Station
will almost certainly reduce traffic. Drivers could also easily access north and east
routes from the site, and Kraft’s plan adequately addresses the need for extensive
parking availability. While the residents of
Southie are understandably intimidated by
the prospect of a stadium, they will not be
the first to voice such frustration. Boston is
home to numerous college stadiums, the
Fleet Center, and Fenway Park. Never in its
history did the Hub promise a quiet environment, and never has it provided one:
traffic, planes landing and taking off from
Logan Airport, and the perpetual construction of the Third Artery Tunnel render the

ceptions- laid plans to eliminate needless
federal bureaucracies, while Democrats
called for their expansion.
Only in such a climate may real progress
be made and true solutions be found. If
voters ignore President Clinton’s feel-good
pleas for hannony and assert that they pay
elected officials to hash out contentious
issues- rather than run a social club for the
ethically challenged- the populace may
finally get a decent return on its investment
in Washington. Furthermore, America’s
legislature, like its courts, was intended to
operate on an adversarial system. Electoral
opponents and Congressional rivals presenting, attacking, and defending their respective ideas are significantly more likely
to find a cogent solution to national quandaries than are politicians who go along to get
along. Forcing our leaders and their ideas to
sink or swim in the harrowing sea of strident
ideological competition- and even political discord- will, i n the end, lead to that

“more perfect union.”
Clearly few citizens would find solace
in the prospect of a nation tearing itself
apart over petty partisan squabbles. And,
true enough, a house divided against itself
cannot stand. But the problems America
faces, and asks its leaders to solve, are by
no means small ones. Exorbitant taxation,
liberty-seizing government regulations,
frightening crime statistics, chronic welfare dependency, shocking illegitimacy,
and a failing education system do not constitute inconsequential afflictions.
America’s experience with muddling
through is finally coming to an end, and the
titanic battle between opposing ideas has
begun. In the interest of finding solutions,
may the nation not fall back into ignorant
bipartisan bliss.

city cacophonous. Bostonians who expects
quiet should move out to suburbia.
Still, Kelly and fellow Southies find
further reason to denounce this “sweetheart deal,” claiming that the state should
charge triple the rent it currently proposes.
They argue that new high-rise towers from
the nearby financial district will soon spread
to the area, forcing the land’s value to rise
dramatically. A new federal courthouse,
luxury hotel, and World Trade Center expansion are slated, assisted by what the city
estimates as $60 million in governmentfunded reforms such as toxic-waste cleanup
and a subway extension.
But a hike would force Kraft to raise
the cost of the club memberships which
finance the stadium. If the price is too high,
fewer investors will participate, and Kraft
will not collect the revenue needed to build.
Of course, such a failure would play right
into Kelly’s hands, while sacrificing the
economic opportunity of a lifetime.
Opponents have vowed to challenge
Governor Weld’s efforts to assist Kraft in
the courts and the state legislature, and the
city intends to impede the project with
environmental regulations. The mayor has
all but driven Kraft and the Patriots into the
hands of the Pequot Indian tribe of Providence, Rhode Island, which has offered to
front proceeds from its casino-gambling
operation to finance the construction of a
nearby stadium. The NFL has already set

up headquarters in Providence, after having boycotted Foxborough. Kraft could
easily pursue the Pequot’s generous offer,
especially if Menino and his cronies continue to provide the incentive.
Mayor Menino, Southie resistance, and
Foxborough Stadium have all become
sources of nationwide mockery. South
Boston residents’ parochial refusal to renovate their waterfront wasteland is simply
inexcusable and largely unpopular in the
rest of the state. During the same week that
15,000 Patriots fans drowned out Mayor
Menino’s pre-Super Bowl pep-rally speech
with shouts of “Stadium! Stadium!”, Governor Weld roused the Commonwealth with
a State of the State address featuring a
medley of Patriots metaphors and the battle
cry, “Jambalaya- Go Pats!”
But Louisiana’s Jambalaya paled in
comparison to the events being played out
in South Boston. In this game, the endzone
is close at hand, and the quarterback would
like nothing more than to deliver the winning touchdown pass. But as the clock
winds down, he’s about to be sacked by a
wayward wide receiver who is playing for
the wrong side. Now it’s up to the fans to
step in and rally around the quarterback, to
give the protection he needs, and to score
the finest victory in team history.
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Mr. Delaney is a senior majoring in
History, Classics, >andPolitical Science.

Miss Dawson is a junior majoring
in Classics and Philosophy.

The Madness of King Bill
Keith Levenberg

M

ost Americans are probably unaware
that popular newspapers like The New
York Times act as a conduit for conservative propaganda, so the Clinton White
House has prepared a handy 33 1-page report detailing how the complex process
works. Apparently, “nut-case right-wing
fantasies” start with think-tanks like the
Cat0 Institute, the Heritage Foundation,
and the American EnterpriseInstitute. Then,
the “paranoid” research fellows funnel the
dangerous ideas to “crackpot” press agencies andmagazines like The AmericanSpectaror and the Western Journalism Center.
The public exposure prompts discussion on
the Internet, which is scanned for stories by
“trash” newspapers like The Wall Street
Journal. From there, the “nut-case” notions assume some kind of legitimacy, so
the “reactionary,” “extremist” Republican
Congress initiates hearings. “Legitimate” papers like The Washington Post
and The New York Times can then report
on the stories, which consequently
smack of right-wing bias. And this is
how a “nut-case right-wing fantasy”
becomes everyday news, according to
the Clinton Administration’s latest media-conspiracy theory.
For years, conservatives have accused mainstream newspapers of
slanting their news stories in order to
portray the left in a more favorable
light. The accusation that America’s
most well-respected newspapers are
actually biased to the right is fairly
unusual. However, it is by no means
new; only the rationale has changed.
Several years ago, radical socialist
Noam Chomsky co-authored Manufacturing Consent, contending that because
most media outlets are owned by large
corporations, their desire to preserve the
status quo and protect their finances creates an inherent right-wing bias. (Never
mind that the American status quo consists
largely of leftist pet projects.) Moreover,
numerous leftists have argued that conservative Rupert Murdoch’s ownership of the
Fox Network, The New York Post, and
several other media outlets, as well as
personal friendship with House Speaker
Newt Gingrich leads to slanted journalism.

(Few file similar complaints against un- cans. The media-conspiracy theory conabashed leftist Ted Turner’s ownership of cocted by Press Secretary Mike McCurry
CNN, a much more popular outlet than most summarized the McCarthyesque 33 1-page
White House report characterizing the conof Murdoch’s holdings.)
There is something particularly disturbing about the
The White House’s conspiracy
White House’s conspiracy
theory. Among other things,
theory implies that the wellthe ill-conceived “media food
respected Wall Street Journal fishes
chain” implies that the wellfor stories in British tabloids.
respected wall Street Journal
I
____
fishes for stories in British tabloids and Internet newsgroups. Moreover, servative think tanks at the top of the chain
it suggests that Congressional Republicans as “enemies.” And if America learns one
have surrendered their conservative ideals thing about Bill Clinton from Filegate, it is
and now treat the government as their own that his administration has no qualms about
personal lapdog, initiating investigations using the powerful apparatus of the federal
and hearings on any issue that strikes their government to wreak personal havoc on its
fancy. Such politicking is contrary to the enemies. This case is no exception. Acphilosophy of conservatism, which de- cording to The Washington Times, seven of
the conservative organizations characterized as enemies in the report are being
scrutinized by the Internal Revenue Service. The IRS audits commence the process necessary to revoke a non-profit
organization’s 501(c)3 tax-exempt status.
In a democracy, the power of taxation,
if it exists at all, should exist as an entity
completely detached from the forum in
which politiciansjockey for power. When
an organization with a political agenda
possesses the power to confiscate property, a nation moves one step closer to
becoming a Soviet-style totalitarian police state. Yet the Clinton Administration has made every possible attempt to
politicize the IRS- from appointing the
First Lady’s close friend Margaret Milner
Richardson as its director to proposing
“sin” taxes directed at individuals who
mands strict constraints on government engage in behavior contrary to the Demoactivities. And while it is certain that some cratic party line. Appropriately, the
Republicans have compromised their con- Administration’s efforts to adopt the IRS
servative fundamentals in order to procure as its ‘enforcer’ ultimately succeeded in
political power, unfairly characterizing the bullying its ideological opponents.
Still, the White House’s 33 1-page
entire 104th Congress as susceptible to
“nut-case fantasies” portrays it as gullible whine must answer to a charge more objecand out of touch with reality- a far more tionable than intimidation: falsehood. Bill
atrocious crime in Washington than mere Clinton’s press coverage may not be favorable enough for his taste, but the report is
power-hungry megalomania.
But the Clinton White House’s activiPlease see, “Bias,”
ties are far more grotesque than the miscontinued on page 21.
deeds attributed to Congressional Republi-
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Hooked on Ebonics
Colin Kingsbury

on Ebonics prompted. Coming like
manna from heaven to pundits, cartoonists, and late-night talk-show
writers, OUSD’s proclamation that it
would classify black slang as a separate and unique language. resulted in
almost universal scorn. In response,

Past experience tells US that Once a
door in the public schoo~
system has
been cracked, i t will continue
opening until it falls off the hinges.

theoretically to elucidate the original And trusting a bunch of bureaucrats not to
proclamation’s
intentions.
The bust the bank seems a little like asking the
communiquk’s practical effect was a mobi- cat to watch the canary. Consequently, on
lization of new support, as many of the the two questions most crucial in the deplan’s original critics, including Jesse Jack- bate, those of the board‘s perversion and
son, endorsed the “clarified” plan. But this avarice, OUSD fails the litmus test; its true
piece of pomp and whitewash is deceiving intentions lie bare before us.
i n content and nefarious in intent: it is
But the statement’s dissembling hardly
substantively no different than the first. ends there. According to OUSD, it has
Although normal Americans still laugh at
Oakland’s proposal, the revised declaration threatens contagion. OUSD’s plan,
and the many like it now sprouting weedlike
across America, must not only be arrested
but also thoroughly discredited.
The new, revised “Synopsis of the
Adopted Policy on Standard American
English Development” contains a section
on “misconceptions” regarding the original policy statement. The statement identifies and fervently attacks several of the
“misconceptions”; the first two of which
are: “Oakland School District has decided
to teach Ebonics i n place of English” and
“The District is trying to classify Ebonics
(i.e. ‘Black English’) speaking students as
bilingual.” This despite district spokeswoman Sherri Mills’s no less lucid statement that “we are recognizing that many
students bring- to the classroom a different Once scorned as racist stereotyping, today’s
language: Ebonies." H~~~~ the district is liberals want Ebonics declared its own language.
either trying to have it both ways or ignor- made no attempt “to create a perverse
ing certain facts. First, any use of Ebonics system of incentives that reward failure
in aclassroom setting constitutes areplace- and lower standards.” But as Peter
ment, if only a partial one, of English. If Applebome points out in The New York
one counters that Ebonics is English, just a Times, “teachers could rcceive merit pay
different form of it, then Sherri Mills is for studying Black English and using their
wrong. On the other hand, if Black English knowledge of it i n their lessons through
does represent a unique language, then better communication and showing respect
Ebonics speakers must be classified as hi- forstudents’ cultural distinctiveness.”Now,
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rewarded for his misplaced respect
of that student’s “cultural distinctiveness.” Meanwhile the student
has failed to learn Standard English. But predictably and disingenuously, the district denies that
“Oakland is condoning the use of

ployment as a teaching tool in the classroom.
Of course, whether such use equals approval
is all in the application, but past experience
tells us that once a door in the public school
system has been cracked, it will continue
opening until it falls off the hinges.
The most troubling passage in the original report held that Ebonics is a “genetically based” language. OUSD claims that
in this context, “genetically based” means
“has origins in,” as the dictionary’s definition reports. While the board can stand on
Wehster’s here, the choice of the phrase
suggests an incredible inability to comprehend contemporary usage. It is hard to
believe that not a single person raised the
possibility of a severe misunderstanding,
as did occur. In any case, the use of the
phrase amounts either to an elitist aloofness or outright racism- either way, a
troubling situation. Thus OUSD had no
choice but to retract that clause.
The flaws of the Oakland proposal go
far beyond the specifics. A sizable number
of people believe that Ebonics might, under the right circumstances, function as an
effective teaching aid. Underlying
Oakland’s proposal is the contention that
many of black students’ problems stem
from an inability to effectively communicate in a classroom environment, which
supposedly explains the consistent and
pervasive underperformance of black students relative to their white peers. At first,
this seems a reasonable enough supposition, but black students tend not only to do
poorly in English and social sciences,

Please see “Ebonics, ”
continued on the next page

classes might prove functional but will
cheat students of their full potential. Then
again, educational excellence is neither the
primary interest nor the forte of the Oakwhere language does indeed play a key role, land school district.
but also in math, where their scores lag even
Rather, the Ebonics approach typifies
farther behind those of their classmates. Pre- the continuing quest to destroy all existing
college math simply does not require terribly standards and hierarchies. The high priests
strong language skills, a fact borne out by the of education have already attempted to
legions of successful Asian students whose secure a measure of legitimacy for Ebonics:
first language does not even remotely re- a model program recommended by the
semble English. Even if linguistic deficien- OUSD board “enables teachers and admincies do compromise students’ ability to learn, istrators to respect and acknowledge the.. .
they alone cannot explain the enormity of language that the African American stupublic schools’ failure.
dent brings to school.” A fine thought, but
Even on its own turf, Ebonics fails as why respect coarse language improperly
an approach to improving students’ perfor- spoken? Today they tell America that
mance. For the sake of argument, assume, Ebonics is merely a bridge, but tomorrow it
as Oakland appears to, that Ebonics is a will be the destination. Reason dictates
unique language separate from English. If that, in a classroom setting, Ebonics is
the goal is to teach Black English-speakers either objectively bad English or a lanStandard English, then teachers should guage not germane to success in the United
apply the same pedagogical approach as is States. Giving a student respect because he
appropriate for instruction in any foreign says “I be going” makes the same sense as
language. As any serious student of lan- congratulating a student who thinks two
guages will report, the best way to learn a plus two equals five. Unless. of course, one
new tongue is total and unrelenting ininier- seeks solely to iniprovc students’ self-cssion. Pidginized lialf-Enflish/half-Ebonics teem. Yet American students already lead

the world i n self-esteem, while they set
new lows in every other category. In a
relativist world where a rationale exists for
calling every answer “right,” education
will inevitably destroy itself on the altar of
personal feelings. Above all, these students
need teachers willing to correct them and
an educational system that distinguishes
right from wrong.
Unfortunately, while the public at large
sits back nightly and chortles at Jay Leno’s
latest wisecrack, the left-wing ideology
dominating our educational system moves
us ever-closer to the lunacy of Oakland. It
cannot be stated strongly enough that the
crisis in inner-city schools today stands
only to worsen if the push for Ebonics
succeeds. America’s educational elite believes itself a superior class above public
scrutiny, and will continue ramrodding
nugatory policy into our schools until we,
the people, expel these contemptible frauds.
Let the record reflect this prediction: If not
stopped soon, our children will one day
read Who Dat Bell be Tollin’ F o ’ ?

Clinton: “Facets of Clinton,” an archive
which attempts to provide an encompassing portrait of the first four years of the
C I i n ton Ad m i n i s t ra t i on . S t ran ge I y ,
Whitewater articles are ahsent from this
collection, but a websurfer looking for
Clinton dirt seems able to turn to “The
Clinton Character.‘‘ But the Times’s portrait of the President’s character does not
discuss his i n vol v e men t i n W h i te w ater,
Filegate, or Troopergate, nor docs i t mention Paula Jones, his waffling on the issues,
or his marital infidelity. It refers to his
aniorous follies only in passing by recounting an incident i n which he expressed appreciation for a bikini-clad actress in an inflight movie on Air Force One.
Other articles on the “Facets ofClinton”
feature obvious pro-Clinton headlines like
“The Vision Remains Strong,” “Clinton
Finds Balance as Leader,” “Welfare Shift
Reflects New Democrat.” and “President
Finds Net Advantage From Failure of
Health-Care Effort.“ Such pandering would
not be objectionable were i t factually accurate. But the failure of Clinton’s healthcare program represents the greatest political blunder fora president in recent history;
the success of the Republican Revolution
in 1994 is largely attributable to the health-

care fiasco. Similarly, the welfare-shift
headline employs doublespeak to forward
a pro-Clinton message when the objective
reality paints a less flattering portrait of the
President. Although Clinton may like to
call himself a “New Democrat” for appropriating some conservative ideas, the reality is that he simply embraces whatever
legislation is politically expedient- a tendency which earns him criticism from his
own party as often as it does from conservatives. making it particularly mysterious
that the Times chose to ignore it. Finding
“balance as [a] leader’’ may sound more
profound than calling somebody an unprincipled panderer- but profundity does not
outweigh truth.
So appeasing towards Clinton is The
N e w York Times’s political coverage that
one wonders what he possibly hoped to
gain by accusing them of right-wing bias.
Perhaps sycophantic editorial content, conciliatory “objective news,” and a magnifying glass on Republican scandals is not
enough flattery for the President. Bill
Clinton will only be satisfied when he
achieves his own cult of personality.

“Ebonics, ” continued
from the previous page.

“Bias,” continued froin page 19.
devoid of any specific examples of rightwing media bias. Perhaps this omission
results from the reality that such examples
are non-existent. A brief glimpse at The Nebti
YorkTirries refutes the Administration‘s contention and reinforces the contrary viewpoint: that a leftist bias permeates mainstream media outlets.
Between January I and January 2 2 , the
newspaper that dismissed the Whitewater
investigations as ”nit-picking“ ran fortythree articles on Newt Gingrich’s ethics
charge, compared to three on Whitewater.
Granted, Whitewater is less current- so
checking the newspaper’s back issues may
provide a better comparison. On the Times’s
web site (http://www.nytimes.coni), it is
easy to find the Gingrich ethics articles
because they have been collated into a separate archive highlighted in the Special Features section. Unfortunately, no such folder
exists for Whitewater and a user is forced to
use the Tin7es’s crude search engine to find
Whitewater articles; about fifty mentioning
Whitewater come up, only a few of which
seem to focus on the scandal.
However, another folder exists for
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Low Priority
Ananda Gupta

I

n this age of consumer paranoia and
watchdog product liability, one might
expect outlandish advertising claims to receive quick public rectification. The United
States Postal Service’s campaign has received no such treatment, however, despite
rich desert. In a series of television and
print ads, the USPS claims that it offers
service comparable to that of Federal Express or the United Parcel Service for a
fraction of the price. Advertising claims
usually generate a healthy measure of doubt
in most thinking Americans, but whenever
a government agency claims to provide a
service more efficiently than the private
sector, the doubt should increase tenfold.
The Post Office claims that its Priority
Mail service, which costs $3.00 for a twopound parcel, compares to Federal
Express’s two-day service with Saturday
delivery, which costs over $10.00. Forcomparison, a single letter sent first class costs
32 cents, and has no two-day guarantee.
Ostensibly, the extratwo dollars and change
pays for “priority handling.” However, it is
suspect whether or not the USPS treats the
costlier package with any higher priority
than standard mail.
Testing belies the claim the USPS
makes regarding its service. In a small
experiment, members of the Tufts Economics Department sent two letters to three
different addresses, one with normal 32cent service and one with “priority” service
to each address. Two of the recipients
received the letters simultaneously; one
received the priority letter a day earlier
than the first-class letter. Thus, in the first
two cases, the extra money spent on the
priority envelope was a simple waste; in
the latter case, it bought one more day.
Thus there are substantial reasons to doubt
the veracity of the Post Office’s claims
about Priority Mail.
Priority Mail does have
its uses, however. To send a
two-pound package first
class costs $6.85; to send
i t priority still costs
$3.00. Although the
USPS will not guarantee faster delivery,
saving a few bucks on

larger packages works out well. And the words, funds gained through the unabashed
service is still much cheaper than a private rate hikes and petty, legalistic advantages
carrier’s, which causes suspicion to linger. that the Post Office employs to gouge conThe reasons for the remaining price sumers in its protected market go straight
discrepancy are twofold. First, both UPS into an effort to undersell private competiand Federal Express offer money-back tors in unprotected markets. The Microsoft
guarantees for failed service; the Post Of- Corporation has been charged with predafice does not. Both UPS and FedEx have tory pricing for comparable practices- the
electronic tracking systems
for shipped packages and urgent letters which allow cusThe Post Office can use its legally
tomers to quickly chase down
protected markets to subsidize the
errors and keep package recipients informed of delivareas in which it must compete.
ery status. Federal Express
guarantees Saturday delivery; the Post Office does not.
All of these ‘extras’ can be seen as perks only appreciable difference is that Microsoft
received for the higher prices charged by operates without the so-called government
private companies- perks demanded by ‘safety net.’ While predatory-pricing laws
are inherently arbitrary and prone to abuse
customers.
But the Postal Service, ofcourse, eludes by authorities, the double standard at work
market forces in many significant ways. in the mail industry nevertheless reveals
Perhaps the most well-known of these is extra measures of government hypocrisy.
Distrust for politicians has reached
the USPS’s monopoly on all non-urgent
first-class mail (that is, letters and cards). record levels, thankfully, but the governThe Post Office also enjoys exemption ment still operates numerous sacred cows
from a great many labor laws and safety immune to free-market censure. The Food
regulations which hobble its private-sector and Drug Administration has enjoyed decompetitors. While somewhat less decrepit cades of relatively criticism-free activity,
under its corporate-minded Postmaster while its victims’ death toll continues to
General, Marvin Runyon, smoke and mir- mount. Even the myth that Social Security
rors still abound in Congress. The Post will serve all those it has promised to serve
Office is placed on the US budget when it still finds acceptance in many circles. People
makes a profit- as it has done for the last are cynical about claims made by private
two years- but the government treats it as companies as a matter of course, but gova separate entity when its books are in the ernment must make monumental blunders
red. This clever ruse allows tax-and-spend before people become suspicious of its
Congressmen to hide their fiscal irrespon- workings and motives. Luckily, such blunsibility from the taxpayers who fund their ders are plentiful indeed.
schemes. Politics is replete with such rnuMr. Gupta is a junior majoring
tual palm-greasing, but the USPS’s pretenin Economics and Philosophy.
sions towards greater privatization render
this example particularly galling.
All of this leads to the second reason
for the price difference between admitn
tedly different but ostensi-
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Tufts is singular (it, its, has) Jumbos is plural
(they, their, have, are).
-Sign posted in The Observer ofice

A conservative government is an organized
hypocrisy.
-Benjamin Disraeli

Suburbia is where the developer bulldozes out
the trees, then names the streets after them.
-Bill Vaughan

I t is by the goodness of God that in our country
we have three unspeakable precious things:
freedom of speech, freedom of conscience, and
the prudence never to practice either of them.
-Mark Twain

And a woman is only a woman, but a good cigar
is a Smoke.
-Rudyard Kipling

Show me a nation whose national beverage is
beer, and I’ll show you an advanced toilet
technology.
-Paul Hawkins

Gloria Steinem is an ancient, worn-out old
relic whose only claim to fame is urging some
ugly women to march.
--Larry Flynt
Art for art’s sake makes no more sense than gin
for gin’s sake.
-W. Somerset Maugham

The Literary Digest says that books have a
curative power. Yes: there are some which cure
insomnia.
-The Washington Post

When a politician changes his position it’s
sometimes hard to tell whether he has seen the
light or felt the heat.
-Robert Fuoss
The first requisite of a good citizen in this
Republic of ours is that he shall be able and
willing to pull his weight.
-Theodore Roosevelt
Sociologists are those academic accountants
who think that truth can be shaken from an
abacus.
-Peter Prescott

A Hollywood marriage is one in which the
couple vow to be faithful until after the
honeymoon.
-Anonymous

Politics, it seems to me, for years,
or all too long,
Has been concerned with right or left instead of
right or wrong.
-Richard Armour

Politics is the gentle art of getting votes from
the poor and campaign fundsfrom the rich by
promising to protect each from the other.
-Oscar Ameringer

Education is the inculcation of the
incomprehensible into the indifferent by the
incompetent.
-J. M. Keynes

If God had been a Liberal, we wouldn’t have
had the Ten Commandments- we’d have the
Ten Suggestions.
-Malcolm Bradbury

Only Irish coffee provides in a single glass all
four essential food groups: alcohol, caffeine,
sugar, and fat.
-Alex Levine

Anyone who wants the presidency so much that
he’ll spend two years organizing and
campaigning for it is not to be trusted with the
office.
-David Broder

Ifmen are so wicked with religion, what would
they be wirhour it?
-Benjamin Franklin

A goodjoke is the one ultimate and sacred thing
which cannot be criticized. Our relations with
a good joke are direct and even divine relations.
--G. K. Chesterton
In the past wc have had a light whichflickered,
in the present we have a light whichflames, and
in fhe future there will be a light which shines
over all the land and sea.
-Winston Churchill

Carter is the best president the Soviet Union
ever had.
-William Safire
Canadians are generally indistinguishablefrom
Americans, and the surest way of telling the two
apart is to make the observation to a Canadian.
-Richard Sfaines
The Pentagon- a place where costs are always
rounded to the nearest tenth of a billion dollars.
-C. Merton Tyrrell

Most vegetarians I see look enough like their
food to be classed as cannibals.
-Finley Peter Dunne
Americans are a finny lot; they drink whiskey
to keep them warm; then they put ice in it to
make it cool; they put some sugar in it to make
it sweet, and then they put a slice of lemon in it
to make it sour. Then they say “Here’s to you”
and drink it themselves.
-B. N. Chakravarty
A man in love is incomplete until he has married.
Then he’s finished.
-2sa Zsa Gabor
He left his body to sciencecontesting the will.
-David Frost

and science is

The Eiffel Tower is the Empire State Building
after taxes.
-Anonymous
Marriage is like life in this- that it is afield of
battle, and not a bed of roses.
-Robert Louis Stevenson
Be not afraid of life. Believe that life is worth
living, and your belief will help create the fact.
-William James
Vegetarianism- you are what you eat, and
who wants to be a lettuce?
-Peter Burns
You don’t have to think too hard when you talk
to a teacher.
-J. D. Salinger
While the sick man has life. there is hope.
-Cicero

I will not eat oysters. I want my food dead- not
sick, not wounded- dead.
-Woody Allen

